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In the rapidly evolving world of business operations, there’s a new hub poised to become an
essential stop for every Chief Operating Officer and operations professional:
COOInsider.com. Launched today, the platform brings to the forefront the most pressing
operational insights and strategies.

Key Features of COOInsider.com:

Expert Q&A Articles: Detailed Q&A articles, authored by industry leaders, present an
insightful look into the operations realm. Such as the evolving responsibilities of a
COO and how COOs drive company culture. Each piece is crafted with care to offer
actionable takeaways, ensuring professionals stay ahead of the curve.
Exclusive Interviews: Dive deep into the minds of successful COOs and business
strategists. These interviews shed light on the paths taken, hurdles overcome, and the
strategies employed by those at the top of the operational ladder.
Expert Directories: A curated list of top-tier operations experts is now at your
fingertips. Whether you’re looking for a consultant, mentor, or peer, COOInsider.com’s
directories will connect you to the best in the business.

Driving the content excellence at COOInsider.com is Featured, a renowned platform known
for connecting subject matter experts with high-caliber publications to produce standout
content.

“In today’s business landscape, operations are more crucial than ever. With
COOInsider.com, we aim to provide an invaluable resource that brings clarity, foresight, and
strategy to COOs worldwide,” said Brett Farmiloe, CEO of Featured. “It’s a platform
designed to empower operations professionals to excel.”

About COOInsider.com:

COOInsider.com is more than a website; it’s a movement for operational excellence.
Committed to equipping COOs with the knowledge and tools needed to thrive, the platform
stands as a beacon of quality insights in the operations domain.

Embark on a journey to operational brilliance. Discover more at www.COOInsider.com.
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